Abstruct-In this paper, we investigate the minimum total power (termed as critical total power) required to ensure asymptotic k-connectivity in heterogeneous wireless networks where nodes may transmit using different levels of power. We show that under the assumption that wireless nodes form a homogeneous Poiss:n point process with density X on a unit square region 10: 11-and the Toroidal model [17] . the critical total power with probability approaching one as X goes to infinity, where c is the path loss exponent, Compared with the results that all nodes use a common critical transmission power for maintaining k- [SI, 1201. or the node failure probability [23] ) to ensure network (/+)connectivity with high probability. Of particular interest is how these critical conditions scale as the number of wireless devices increases. Take the transmission radius as an example. Consider a wireless network on a unit disk on which n. nodes are uniformly and randomly placed. Let T-, denote the critical (minimum) common transmission radius required by all nodes to ensure k-connectivity in such a network. Penrose showed in [181 h i t under the Torus convention assumption,
Wan and Yi further extended the result by considering boundary effects in 1251. Take the minimum total power of all the nodes required to maintain asymptotic (k-)connectivity (termed as critical tola1 power) as another example. Both Blough et al. [11 and Gomez et al. [Y] studied the critical total power for l-connectivity, based on results on the asymptotic total weigh1 for weighted minimal spanning trees [24] . [27j.
Rengarajan er al. [20j pave the expectation of the (lower and upper) bounds on the critical total power for l-connectivity. Clementi et al. [4] studied the problem of assigning transmission ranges for wireless nodes so as to minimize the total power consumption in the special case of path loss exponent c = 2 such that any pair of nodes are within h hops.
In the other thrust, researchers aim to devise distributed algorithms in which each node chooses its own uansmission power in order to minimize the total transmission power of all wireless nodes, while maintaining (k-)connectivity. This problem is. in general, N P hard in the Euclidean plane [5] , and many researchers have developed localized heuristics [21] , [12] . [14] . [13] , or efficient algorithms with bounded approximation ratios [111, 131. 191, [2] .
In this paper, we address the power consumption issue along the first thrust, and investigate the criticul toral power required for maintaining asymptotic k-cumecrivie in a random wireless network on a unit square 5' = IO, lI2. Instead of imposing h e uniform assumption that all the nodes are subject to the same common minimum power, we consider the hererogeneous case and allow each node to choose its own transmission power. Specifically, let Wt,i be the critical transmission power The result is obtained by deriving a lower hound and an upper bound on the critical lotal power. The lower bound is derived based on the necessary condition that every node must be able to reach its kth nearest neighbor in order to maintain srrong k-connectivity. The upper bound is derived based on an assertion (which is also proved in the papcr) that [4] showed that given the upper bound on the number of hops h, the total power incuned by the n nodes that are independently, uniformly distributed in a unit square region is 0 (~r l /~) with high probability. Their result only applies to the path loss exponent c = 2 and cannot be readily generalized to the case of c f 2.
Our results are derived under the heteragensip assumption that difkrent nodes may use different levels of transmission power, and hence are more general than those derived u n d a the uniform metric assumptions [71. [151, [181, [221, [251,126] . Our results suggest that h e power saved using optimal. nonuniform transmission ranges is in an order of ( 1 0 g X )~/~ as compared to that using optimal uniform transmission ranges.
In a rescaled network where the node density is kept fixed and the size of the square region goes to infinity, our results indicate lhat the average power of each node is hounded if we allow each node to choose its own transmission power to maintain (k-)connectivity, while the average power of each node is unbounded if all nodes have to choose a common power to maintdin (k-)connectivity. These results are not determined by a specific algorithm. but rather a fundamental property in wireless networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 11. we state the system model, formulate the problem, and present preliminary material that will be used in subsequent sections.
We then derive in Sections 111-IV respectively, the lower and upper bounds on the critical total power. Following that. we compare our results with those derived under the uniform metric assumption and discuss the issue on the transmission power model in Section V. Finally. we conclude the paper in Section VI with a list of future research directions.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section we present the system model, and introduce notations that will bc used throughout the paper. We also define two frequently-used 
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The network can be viewed as a directed graph where each wiretess node is a vertex and a directed edge exists from vertex i to j if and only if node i can directly transmit to node j . The network is said to be k-connected if and only if the corresponding directed graph is strongly k-connected, i.e., there exists a directed path from any vertex i to any other vertex j even if we remove any I; -1 nodes from the network.
The critical total power lVc for k-conaectivie is defined as the minimum total power of all nodes required to ensure suong I;-connectivity in the formed directed graph. As we are mostly interested in k-connectivity in this paper. the critical total power Wc is henceforth by default €or k-connectivity. let W t f j be the critical transmission power node i uses, can be a vector). By probability theory. the exprctation of f i x ) is simply the integral of f ( X ) over the
where 1~ is thc indicator function of G. With this definition, by the law of total probability.
E{f(X')] = E & ( X ) ] + E c [ j ( S ) ] ,
where G denotes the complement set of G; and by the law of conditional
where P ( G ) is the probability that G occurs. We write y(X) =A h ( X ) if y(X)/h(X) -1 as X -
C. RX,k(a) and RA,J (d. a) and their probability distribiitions
In an infinite region R2 with the Poisson point process PA,
as a random variable that represents the distance from a node at S to its kth nearest neighbor in a cone centered at S and with degree Q, i.e.. Cx (0,B + a). and the probability density function
where h e r function is defined as r ( k 
. 
LOWER BOUND ON THE CRITICAL TOTAL POWER
In this section, we derive the lower bound on the critical total power UTc to maintain network k-connectivity.
The proof of Theorem 2 will be given through two propositions. Clearly, in order to maintain strong k-connectivity, every node must be able to reach at least k other nodes. As has been shown in Lemma 1, the restriction on the distance to the kth nearest neighbor in a fixed cone (such as in one quadrant) can be ignored when the node density X approaches infinity. In all the subsequent discussion, we ignore this restriction and assume, whenever desirable, the distance to the kth nearest neighbor can go to infinity (although with a small probability). ]'), and define the p-norm distance dp bctween two nodes A and B as otherwise there would bc a path from node A to node B. Now we consider two possible cases, (Fig. 1 (a) (A,B) and d ? ( B , C ) < & ( A , B ) . which violates the assurnptioii on the pair of nodes (.4; B) . Now we obtain a disoonnccted pair of nodes (C: R ) that aiso has the smaIlest %-distance among all ttie disconnected node pairs. node R is in the second quadrant in node C's coordinate system, and Prooj: After removing any k -1 nodes from the network, each node can still reach a1 least one neighbor in each of its four quadrants, as long as that quadrant sttll contains some nodes. By Lemma 3. the remaining network is strongly connected. Therefore, the original network is at least strongly k-connected.
In
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Since the above simple topology control mechanism ensures strong k-connectivity in the underlying graph, the total power incurrcd based on this mechanism provides upper bound on the critical total power required for k-connectivity. In what foIlows. we derive an upper bound on the critical total power based on the above topology control algorithm. Let Legitinmv uf the system model: We claim that the assumption of a unit area region is an abstraction of the real world. The unit area is not necessarily 1 meter?, but instead can be used to model a L'meter2 area. That is, we can rescde the unit area to a square area with side length L and network density XO. In this rescaled network, every pair of nodes have a small chance to be very close to each other. A one-to-one correspondence between the values in the unit-area network and those in the rescaled network can he made and is given in Table 11 .
Consider the average power consumed by each node. In the unit-area network, the average power consumed by each node is of order A d r ! (the constant that contains I; is ignored).
In the rescaled network, since each edge is rescaled by a factor of L , the power consumption should be multiplied by a factor of L". However, if we consider the side length L to be one unit, the node density in the corresponding unitarea square becomes X = A&*. Hence the average power consumption (in the rescaled network) is now A-'I2LC = XO in the rescaled network and no1 on the side length L of the area. On the other hand, if we assume a common critical transmission power among nodes for k-connectivity in the rescaled network, each node has to consume power in the order of 21~c'2(10gX~L2)c~2,3 which tends to infinity if A0 is fixed and L -+ CO.
(~o~" -c / 2~c ~ A -c P , which only depends on the density
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown in this paper that in a heterogeneous wireless network in which wireless nodes are distributed in a whether boundary phenomena will affect the critical total power required for maintaining k-connectivity in heterogeneous networks. This is a subject of future research.
